
 

To  

The Chairman cum Managing Director, 

TANGEDCO, 

144, Anna Salai, 

Chennai-600 002. 

 

Lr.No.TNEBEA/GS/D.104 /2020 dt   23.07.2020 

 

Dear Sir, 

Sub: TNEBEA- Class-II service- AEE/Civil to EE/Civil Promotions 

– Long pending promotions to the left out Engineers in the 

Panel which is to get exhausted in August 2020 - Immediate 

Consideration -  Requested  - Reg. 

 
Vanakkam !! 
 TNEB ENGINEERS’ ASSOCIATION express its warm 

wishes to our Chairman cum Managing Director.  

 The Panel for 20 Nos  Assistant Executive Engineer to 

Executive Engineer/Civil got approved vide BP No.158 on 

27.08.2019 which is valid only upto August 2020. 

Of these, 15 incumbents were promoted as EE/Civil vide BP 

No.12 dated 27.01.2020. The remaining 5 Nos AEE/Civil who 

have joined in 1995 and put up 24 years unblemished services, 

are eagerly waiting for their genuine second promotion.  

              At present, there are 4 EE/Civil posts are kept vacant  

which are mentioned below. 

1.EE/Civil/ETPS Expansion project 

2.EE/Civil TTPS  

3.EE/Civil/Buildings/HQs 

4.EE/Civil/Transmission Projects 765KV/Sankarapuram. 

 Further one EE post is available at NTECL on deputation 

basis. ( In the remaining 5 nos AEE/Civil, One Engineer is willing 

to join the deputation post). 

 In this regard, TNEBEA records to state that already 

given several representations to consider the genuine plea of the 

engineers who are anxiously and desperately waiting for their 

second promotion. 

 In spite of this, the Executive Engineer/Buildings/HQs 

post is the crucial post to look after the Maintenance of the entire 

buildings in the Headquarters Office which is under vacant for  

 



the past 4 months. Due to this, the maintenance work is looked after as additional charge. Due 

to the prevailing COVID 19 pandemic situation and also getting further worsen in Chennai 

region, it is mandatory that the HQ buildings have to be maintained clean and hygeine adhering 

to safety guidleines given by the TN Govt then and there. In view of this, the EE/Civil/HQs has 

to be filled up along with the remaining EE/Ciivl posts immediately which also paves way for the 

remaining eligible engineers in that posts.  

             Further it is learnt that the delay is due to the modification requested by some civil 

Engineers. Hence it is requested to post the promotions first to those who are waiting indefinitely 

for their second promotion even after 24/25 years of service. 

             Hence, TNEBEA earnestly requests our respected Chairman and Managing Director to 

issue the promotion orders at the earliest, please.   

             Thanking you, 
     Yours sincerely,  
Place : Chennai       
Date : 23.07.2020       
 
              General Secretary, 
            TNEBEA                                                                                 
Copy to JMD/TANGEDCO Ltd., 
Copy to MD/TANTRANSCO Ltd., 
Copy to Directors of TANGEDCO & TANTRANSCO Ltd.,   



 


